Climate Newsletter #4

Dear sustainability enthusiasts,

welcome to the 4th edition of this newsletter published in the context of the climate protection project. Here, we report in more or less periodical intervals about the progress of the project and other news from the sustainability cosmos of the university.

Greenhouse gas balance

The event „Climate inventory. Where does the university stand on the way towards climate neutrality?“ did take place successfully with nearly 100 participants in February. Here, you can find the presentation documents in hindsight. And here, you can see the overview of the greenhouse gas balance and the emission figures of the university for the years 2019 and 2020.

Expansion of photovoltaic systems

At the end of February, additional photovoltaic systems were put into operation at Campus Haarentor. They are situated on the roof of the sports building, the fitness and heal center as well as the lecture theatre. In total, the university can record 400t CO2 savings per year. You can find more information here [German].

Mobility survey

In order to improve the data basis in the field of everyday mobility and commuting for the calculation of the emissions, a mobility survey is conducted in the month of May for all university members (students & staff). You will be invited properly via mail as soon as the survey is activated, but we would like to point to it already and thank you in advance for your participation.

Blickwinkel

The lecture series Blickwinkel in the context of the guest auditor studies sheds light on the broad topic of sustainability under the title “Change”. The lectures were chosen in cooperation with the climate protection project of the university. This project will be presented as well at the begin of the series at Thursday, April 21 at 4 pm. You can watch the presentation online over this link. And here, you can find the flyer on the various other lectures. [Events and all links in German]

Greenwashing

In the context of the module Global climate change, students organised an online event around the topic of Greenwashing. It takes place on Thursday, April 21 at 5 pm. You can find the poster on the event here, and get to the meeting room over BBB via this link. [Events and all links in German]

We continuously look forward to here about your ideas and contributions – feel free, to contact us any time!

It would be great, if you recommended this newsletter to your colleagues or forwarded the registration.

Have a great week!